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Abstract
This article explores the status of Josif Schlesinger (1794–1870), the first Serbian composer and
professional musician in the court of Prince Miloš Obrenović (1780–1860), in the complex process
of constructing Jewish identity in the web of Jewish legislation at the crossroads of the Ottoman
and Habsburg Empires. Schlesinger was singled out as one of the most prominent Jews in the
Principality of Serbia. His status was far more favorable than that of Jews of other professions,
especially merchants. The attitude of the Serbian government towards Jews during most of the
nineteenth century can be divided into two periods. During the first period, until the early 1840s,
Jews were free to work, travel, and settle, while during the second period, which lasted until the
Serbians achieved independence in 1878, Serbia had anti-Semitic laws that suppressed Jewish
rights to work, travel, and settle. The anti-Jewish laws were so strict that the Alliance Israélite
Universelle had to write to the major European forces during the talks leading to the Treaty of
Berlin to inform them of the situation in Serbia; the anti-Semitic laws were abolished almost a
decade later. The change of policy towards Jews in the 1840s was due to the economic interests
of a part of the Serbian merchant elite, which was also very involved in trade and commerce. In
the long period after the introduction of the first anti-Semitic laws, the majority of the Serbian
government became very hostile towards the Jews. Jewish merchants were not supposed to work
and live outside of their neighborhood in Belgrade. According to Schlesinger himself, Jewish
musicians enjoyed a different social status as members of a rare profession. In this article, the
authors also focus on the problem of music migration from northern parts of the Habsburg
Empire both to its south and to the newly (in 1867) established independent Principality of
Serbia. The authors’ approach is based not only on an intersection of military and political history
but also on a sociological perspective on migration and the issues of minorities which deepens
the musicological approach to the issue of “Jewishness” and music. 
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Introduction
[1] During our preliminary research, we primarily asked ourselves why we needed to understand
the position of the leader of the first Serbian military and court orchestra, Josif Schlesinger
(1794–1870). We then singled out some of the answers, which afterwards became fragments of
much larger controversial issues in the study of nineteenth-century Serbia in relation to
minorities and the political, juridical, military, and social history in which music coexists.

First, Schlesinger’s life mirrors the battle for modernization fought by nineteenth-century agrarian
Serbia,[1] particularly during the Obrenović dynasty (1815–42 and 1858–1903) and, for some
years, the Karađorđević dynasty (1842–1958), which continued into the twentieth century. The
whole of the nineteenth century and the period until the end of World War I was marked by the
battle for education and the simultaneous migration of educated citizens from other parts of the
Austrian Empire and, from 1867 on, Austria-Hungary.[2] In our previous study, we reached the
conclusion that “regarding music education, the whole of the nineteenth century is marked by
the lack of local staff, so apart from the Czech music teachers who were coming from northern
parts of Austrian Empire and then Austria-Hungary, also numerous Serbs named Prečani (the
Serbs from Vojvodina, who lived in the Habsburg Monarchy; ‘preko’ means ‘across’ and is
referring to the other side of the Danube) arrived.”[3]

Second, we must bear in mind the existence of ethnic homogenization during Serbia’s battle for
autonomy,[4] which resulted in the separation of the dominant Serb ethnic members as the most
important ones in the process of establishing a national culture.[5] In this context, we are dealing
with the variable reception of Schlesinger in accordance with political and ideological conditions.

As a true pioneer of professional and orchestral music in Serbia from the 1830s to the 1850s and
a founder of musical education and military/court instrumental performance in the Principality of
Serbia,[6] he was neglected in the awakening of Serbian nationalism at the end of the nineteenth
century and during the first decades of the twentieth century. According to the theory of a
“planned elite,” which was established by historian Ljubinka Trgovčević, we can conclude that
when many Serbian musicians came back to their homeland from studying abroad,[7] Serbian
society no longer needed “fellow foreigners”[8]—Czechs and Jews. Unfortunately, this topic would
go beyond the scope of this particular study, and our focus is on understanding the position of
Schlesinger in relation to identity struggles at the crossroads of two conflicting empires.

Our guiding principle was to diligently research the interesting position of Schlesinger, who is
unequivocally present today in official music history as a pioneer of orchestral music and a music
pedagogue to both the Serbian court and society but is not recognized for his identity struggles
as a person who was also considered a foreigner, outsider, or exception. He was born an
Ashkenazim Jew in 1794 in Sombor, which was declared a free royal city by Empress Maria
Theresa (1717–80) in 1749 and was part of Bács-Bodrog County in the Kingdom of Hungary and
then Austria-Hungary (until 1920), with a population of mostly Serbs and Bunjevci (Croats).
Schlesinger finished regular school in 1805 and left Sombor in 1810 in search of work as a
musician in Budapest and Novi Sad, among other places. Until he settled in Serbia, he was at the
periphery of folk, popular, and art music practices and learning, performing, and teaching. He
was primarily hired by aristocrats for music practice in their homes or in traveling music troops
and chapels, all of which were considered “private practice.”[9] During his stay in Novi Sad, where
he also married Sara, the daughter of the former Zemun rabbi Jacob Friedenberg, he made some
connections with church music and military bands for the first time.[10] His marriage with



Friedenberg’s daughter was important, as the Zemun Jewish community was a rare Jewish
community that was allowed to flourish although it was part of the Military Frontier, situated just
across from the Ottoman border and Belgrade. Schlesinger’s time in Novi Sad was important, as
that city was becoming one of the most important cities for Serbian citizens of the Austrian
Empire and their cultural capital.[11] We can only assume that during his time in Novi Sad
Schlesinger learned more about his Serbian neighbors.

Therefore, for this article we went back to the roots, on the hunt for hidden or “microhistories of
minorities” in nineteenth-century Serbia and their renowned representatives, such as
Schlesinger. This kind of research allows for a deep understanding of the complexity of the Jewish
presence in Serbia and their struggle for recognition, of which Schlesinger is an excellent case.
That is why he became the focus of our research for this article. Following Schlesinger’s
biography, we left the Habsburg realm behind and arrived in the Principality of Serbia, as he did
in 1829. He first settled in Šabac in the Palace of Jevrem Obrenović (1790–1856), the youngest
brother of Prince Miloš Obrenović. Then, from 1831 on, he was in Kragujevac at the court of
Prince Miloš, where he formed and led the Knjaževsko-srpska banda (Serbian Princely Band), a
military-court orchestra, for over three decades and during numerous upheavals, up until the end
of his life in 1870. In the following part of this article, we will examine the context that marked
the Jewish communities in Serbia under the reign of Prince Miloš, and thus also the position of
Josif Schlesinger.

 

Social Conditions for the Construction of Jewish
Identity in Serbia
Jewish presence in Serbia can be traced—with minor breaks—to the early sixteenth century and
the first settlement of Sephardim Jews, who arrived after the Turkish conquest of Belgrade in
1521.[12] The first decade of the nineteenth century in Serbia was not easy for Jews, because in
the newly liberated Belgrade, and under Austrian authority, they were perceived by the majority
as connected to the Turkish population.[13] After the short Second Serbian Uprising (1815–17) and
the long period of peace, Jews were again becoming more present in Serbia as merchants and
artisans due to the country’s strategic position.

[2] Nineteenth-century Serbia is an interesting example of one of the fastest-changing political
and social European entities for several reasons. First, Serbia was in constant struggle to gain
independence, but it could expand only as long as the Ottoman Empire was the neighbor,
because it was weak and in a defensive status at the time. Second, the path to Serbian
autonomy, and later independence, meant that the state had to modernize, which was no easy
feat to achieve given that it was predominantly an agrarian society of peasants, with limited
resources for modernization.[14] The territory of the new state had a lack of population,
infrastructure, cities, and villages; it was in constant need of more people with knowledge and
education, but also newcomers with economic resources. In that respect, the third issue was that
nineteenth-century Serbia evidenced a lack of a merchant class, including artisans and freelance
professionals, which made it fertile ground for both Serb and non-Serb newcomers and
immigrants during this period. The Serbian state had to follow the European standards of removal
of discriminatory laws against minorities under the requirements of the Treaty of Berlin (signed in



1878, but only put into force in 1888). As the Jewish community in nineteenth-century Serbia can
be followed separately in Belgrade and the rest of Serbia, it is important to understand the
divisions in the way Jews were treated “in” and “outside” of Belgrade, divisions that have existed
throughout their Belgrade history. This is also very important for following the fate of the
musician Schlesinger, who first came to Šabac in 1829, then lived in Kragujevac at the Serbian
court of Prince Miloš from May 1831 until 1839, and then moved to Belgrade, the new capital of
Serbia.[15]

Figure 1: Johann Friedrich Gabriel Pöppel, “The apperance of the Belgrade Fortress”;
by courtesy of the Military Museum in Belgrade

In general, we can follow two perceptions of Jews among Serbs. On the one hand, they were
nothing more than hostile Turkish millet.[16] The Jews of Belgrade were killed by Serbian
insurgents after December 1, 1806, and the Turkish defeat, only the few that had left for the
fortress on time or made it to Zemun managing to survive. As a result, from 1806 to 1813 there
were no Jews in Belgrade.[17] On the other hand, there was a positive perception of Jews,
cultivated by Prince Miloš Obrenović in both periods of his reign (1815–39 and 1858–60).[18] This is
why it is very important to understand the relationship between the first modern Serbian
prince/ruler and Jews. His origin was no different than that of the rest of the Serbian
revolutionists, who had humble backgrounds as merchants or respected local leaders—knez or
knjaz (prince); however, his lifestyle and presence were much more akin to those of a Turkish
pasha than a European ruler. Still, he had the first clear vision of what he wanted to achieve
during his reign in Serbia. One of his most important and successful projects was the
development and transformation of the few Serbian towns into vibrant cities. It was a slow
process but an important one, as it allowed society to flourish and eagerly welcome foreigners,
who were essential for the modernization of towns and therefore of society as a whole.[19] He led
his compatriots by example, surrounding himself with many important foreigners: Haim Ben
David (nicknamed Davičo) was a Jewish arms dealer and a close ally of Prince Miloš;[20] then there
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were the Italian doctors Vito Romito and his son-in-law Bartholomeo Cuniberti (1800–51), who
served as the physician for the whole Obrenović family from 1828 to 1839,[21] the Greek builder
Hadži Nikola Živković (1792–1870),[22] his personal tailor Lazar Levenson, and finally the musician
Josif Schlesinger, who was special among the others as he stayed in service the longest, from
1829 to 1858.

The period before the Sultan's hatti-sherif in 1830 and after the First Serbian Uprising,[23] which
brought official recognition of Serbian autonomy and gave Prince Miloš Obrenović the possibility
to establish his dynasty, was a period of slow but gradual growth for the Jewish community in
Belgrade. Prince Miloš’s court was in Kragujevac, where he ruled from 1818 to 1839. Although
Belgrade reached some degree of independence during the 1830s, it was still bordered by two
great empires—Ottoman and Habsburg—and was the headquarters of a Turkish garrison under
the command of a pasha.[24]

The identity of Jews in nineteenth-century Serbia was determined primarily by their origin: either
they were “Turkish” čifuti (Sephardim) or they were “German” čifuti (Ashkenazim).[25] The
“Turkish” čifuti or Sephardim were merchants or artisans, and they lived in their own mahala
(ghetto) and dressed in the same oriental way as other citizens of Ottoman cities such as
Belgrade. However, in Belgrade, we must have in mind what Attila Aytekin concludes about urban
space regulations: “Belgrade urban space was not segregated. Although there were quarters
known as the Turkish, Jewish and Serbian ones, these were not exclusive neighborhoods
(mahalles). Muslims lived predominantly in the area between the fortress and the Danube;
Christians inhabited the areas that extended towards the river Sava. The ‘Jewish quarter’ was in
the midst of the Muslim one, near the Danube, and the borders between the two were vague.”[26]

Therefore, at first glance, Serbian residents did not perceive Jews as foreigners. After they re-
migrated to Belgrade in the second decade of the nineteenth century, they could safely develop
their businesses. Outside of Belgrade, they were also known as čifuti torbai (peddlers or travelling
merchants), because they were merchants able to go to the most remote Serbian villages for any
kind of trade. They were doing the same type of work Orthodox merchants had done in the
eighteenth century in the Balkans, which helped them to develop the strong merchant class. Still,
the local government and their Serbian colleagues (merchants and artisans) were trying to
squeeze them out of the market, as they perceived them as a threat to their already established
businesses.[27] In addition, even when Jews were the only merchants doing trade in some remote
places, they were also sabotaged from developing their businesses, despite local peasants
needing them. With heavy taxation and in violation of the judicial system, local government tried
to obstruct their business.[28] It was only because of Prince Miloš that the growth of the Jewish
communities did not stop until 1839. Aytekin is right to observe that until the Serbs finally
achieved autonomy in 1867, the dual administration in the city did not always run smoothly; a
number of issues caused conflict between the Serbian and Ottoman governments.[29] One of the
most visible problems concerned jurisdiction over the Jewish inhabitants of Belgrade. There was
continuous disagreement between Ottoman and Serbian authorities as to who would have the
say in the matter. As the “Jewish quarter” was located in the middle of the “Turkish quarter,”
many Jewish homes and shops were surrounded by Muslim ones. The Serbian administration tried
to restrict Jews who could afford to live in other parts of the inner city from settling outside the
retrenchments. The Ottoman authorities, for their part, struggled not to abandon their claims of
jurisdiction over the Jewish inhabitants of the city. One effective way in which they tried to do so
was by safeguarding Jewish interests against the pressures of the Serbian authorities. The Jews
themselves turned from time to time to the Porte for protection. Despite such instances and



competing claims of jurisdiction, Belgrade’s Jews were effectively under Serbian rule for most of
the period in question.[30]

Figure 2: Carl Goebel, “The ruined gateway of Prince Eugene,” Belgrade, 1865; ©
Victoria and Albert Museum, London

[3] The “German” Jews or Ashkenazim were not so numerous in Serbia at that time. The closest
Ashkenazi community was in Zemun, just across from Belgrade. Except for trade, Ashkenazi Jews
did not leave Zemun in the period for several reasons. First, Zemun had special status as the only
Habsburg city at the Ottoman Danube border that had allowed Jews to settle since the mid-
eighteenth century. Because of its special status, it was not easy for new Jewish families to settle
there. Although the Jewish community was vibrant, it remained small until the boom in the 1770s,
when Jews were even able to settle in border cities, which were seeing a new renaissance of
Jewish life, such as Zemun, Pančevo, Zrenjanin, and others along the southern border of the
Austria-Hungarian Empire. Jewish identity in all of these cities was almost completely
Ashkenazim, although Zemun had a small Sephardim community.[31]

The period of Prince Miloš’s rule from the hatti-sherif until he was forced to leave Serbia
(1830–39) represents a period of progress for Jews in Belgrade and Serbia, during which Jewish
merchants and artisans could develop their businesses without much fear or obstructions.
However, at this time we can also see the first signs of interference with Jewish lives and
businesses. It is important to emphasize that in the early 1830s, Serbia gradually gained more
autonomy, and as a result, Serbian merchants and artisans started to become increasingly
hostile towards Jews. Up until 1839, there is evidence of a competition of sorts between the
Serbian merchant class and Prince Miloš regarding the status of Jews, and the small community
of Jews in Kragujevac was, at the time, more fortunate than the dominant community in
Belgrade, as they were living in ‘Miloš’s city.’ During this period, in 1838, the first Serbian-
speaking higher education institution, the Lyceum of the Principality of Serbia, was founded in
Kragujevac on the initiative of Vuk Stefanović Karadžić (1787–1864), later being moved to
Belgrade.[32] Moreover, the Prussian Adolf Bärmann established the Serbian newspaper and
printing house Novine srpske (Serbian newspaper) in 1834. Finally, the state printing house was
allowed to print Jewish books in Hebrew and Judaeo-Spanish/Ladino starting in 1837, and almost
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60 books had been printed by the 1850s.[33]

Schlesinger’s Time in Serbia
This period was obviously the most important one for Schlesinger’s musical mission in Serbia. He
was the most important representative of the Ashkenazim Jews in Serbia at the time, yet had he
not gathered with his fellow Jews for minyan for the Shabbat in Kragujevac, Serbs would not have
thought him Jewish at all, as to them he looked more German or Austrian, or just like an
European foreigner.[34] Afterwards, the attitude of the public towards this far smaller group of
educated professionals was far less negative, because the young Serbian society still did not
have enough educated professionals, who were essential for modernization. In this sense, we can
conclude that Schlesinger, although he was a “foreigner,” was accepted by the Serbs. After all,
he was one of the very few Ashkenazi Jews in Serbia who understood Serbian, as he was raised in
Sombor—where he went to a public primary school (until 1805), and whose population was
predominantly Serb and Bunjevac—speaking the “ekavski” dialect. Moreover, the time he spent
in Novi Sad also contributed to his knowledge of Serbian language and Serbian culture.

Before Schlesinger came to Serbia, formal music education all around this territory meant only
church singing in the newly established Great School, and after the hatti-sherif this kind of church
choral singing became imperative in all schools. Another kind of music was secular folk music.
Instrumental music in the Principality of Serbia meant Turkish orchestras or folk music of different
ethnic groups. According to Višnja Protić, a historian of early music education in Serbia, Josif
Schlesinger initiated a new period of music history.[35] When Schlesinger became a Serbian citizen
at the end of June 1830,[36] he founded the first orchestra—called Knjaževsko-srpska banda
(Serbian Princely Band)—at the court of Prince Miloš. For the orchestra, and through his diligent
efforts, Schlesinger made professional musicians out of soldiers who had previously been only
amateur musicians. The slow but prosperous professionalism of this military orchestra enabled
Schlesinger to arrange folk tunes and art music and ultimately compose music especially for the
musicians. They performed at national festivities, parades, balls, and family gatherings of the
Obrenović dynasty and helped the provincial court society and culture to progress. In 1835, he
composed music for the komad s pevanjem (theater play with music numbers) Šnajderski kalfa
(Tailor’s journeyman) by a pioneer of Serbian theater, Joakim Vujić (1772–1847).[37] Afterwards, he
composed music for numerous plays with plots from Serbian heritage and history for two famous
Serbian playwrights, Jovan Sterija Popović (1806–56) and Atanasije Nikolić (1803–82).[38] Besides
the aforementioned stage music, which was important for the researching and understanding of
music life at the court of Miloš Obrenović, Schlesinger also composed numerous compositions for
the military wind band he conducted during this period. For this article, however, it is more
important that in 1837 he composed the only piece of music dedicated to a Jewish holiday—op.
89 no. 2 Jewish prayer "Adir Hu" (Mighty is He) for Pessah (Easter)[39]—for a military band.[40] This
prayer was particularly connected with the Ashkenazim ritual for Passover Seder. We can assume
or even conclude that Jewish prayer is the only art music of this period to have been composed in
Serbia and dedicated to a Jewish holiday, and so to Judaism too.

Therefore, during this period, Prince Miloš managed to defend his Jewish citizens from the
discriminatory moves of his Serbian compatriots. The Jewish community flourished despite not
being very rich and numerous, and the number of community members increased to around
1500 in the mid-1830s.[41]



[4] This period ended with the so-called Jovan’s Rebellion in May 1839[42] and the inauguration of
the new Karađorđević dynasty two years later. After the rebellion had been extinguished,
Schlesinger was first thrown into the mud and beaten by the leader of the rebellion Toma Vučić
Perišić (1787–1859), and then he was arrested and taken with 26 other arrestees, mostly soldiers
and only four civilians,[43] to the District Court in Belgrade, in which they were imprisoned.
Schlesinger was in prison from 16 May to 30 September 1839,[44] and although historians
assumed that the reason for this was because he was a close friend of the exiled Prince Miloš
Obrenović, documents prove that Schlesinger was officially “accused of inciting rebel soldiers and
joining them on their way to Belgrade.”[45] There is proof of the difficult prison days Schlesinger
experienced[46] and several attempts by Prince Miloš to have his bodyguard pulled out of prison,
but he obviously did not perform this service for Schlesinger, as there is no mention of any such
attempts to release his court musician.[47] During this whole difficult process, Schlesinger was the
only prisoner of the rebellion who insisted on an Austrian consul to participate in his trials, and
his request was respected.[48] When he finally left prison, he spent months trying to reclaim his
salaries, the loss of which had caused his family to borrow money. Interestingly, the play Ženidba
cara Dušana (Tzar Dušan’s wedding) by Atanasije Nikolić, for which Schlesinger wrote one of his
more successful stage compositions, was performed just a month and a half after Schlesinger got
out of prison, in celebration of the name day of Prince Mihailo Obrenović (1823–68) on November
21 (Saint Mihailo for Orthodox believers).

The next period of the Jewish fight for recognition is during the time of the conflict between the
Serbian merchant class led by the Ustavobranitelji (Defenders of the Constitution) and the
Karađorđević dynasty, which preferred to exclude Jewish trade and other competition. Since
Prince Miloš Obrenović was living abroad in Vienna at the time, the best way to study this period
is through the new laws limiting Jewish presence outside of Belgrade that started to emerge in
early 1844.

For the first time, Jews were not able to work and live outside of their neighborhood in Belgrade,
and so for those living outside of the capital, their businesses and lives did not have much of a
promising future. An interesting sign of this new trend was the anti-Semitic publication Against
the Jewish Fate, which was published in 1840 in Belgrade after the publisher Manojlo Solar got
the green light from the state censor in Kragujevac.[49] The following year in Belgrade, after the
sudden death of 17-year-old Pantelija Avramović on September 1, 1841, Belgrade Jews were
accused, albeit wrongly, of his death, triggering an anti-Semitic response.[50] A few years later, in
1844, the new Serbian Prince Alexandar Karađorđević (1806–85) did not follow report when, on
February 18, the Ministry of Interior Affairs sent a report about the growing presence of Jews (as a
result of them fleeing from Romania and, to a lesser extent, from Bulgaria). Later in the same
month, the main representatives from 14 different city guilds wrote to the city authorities,
complaining that their businesses were suffering because of the Jews and begging for help as
Jews were in a privileged position. Because of the growing anti-Semitism, in December 1844 the
Ministry of Interior Affairs sent a new circular to all smaller police offices outside of Belgrade,
stating that Jews were not allowed to live anywhere outside of Belgrade and Kragujevac.[51] On
October 30, 1846, the Serbian authorities reissued the law that did not allow Jews to live and
work outside their community, and by supporting it, Prince Alexander Karađorđević took away the
civil rights from the rest of the Jewish population. In the 1840s, Jews in Belgrade and Serbia found
ways to outmaneuver the system: they managed to postpone the implementation of the law.
According to the law, the religious rights of Jews were not endangered but only their citizen
rights.[52]



In the 1850s, the situation did not get much brighter for the Jews, starting with the Law on the
Freedom of Religion in 1853.[53] There were some cases of fighting against anti-Semitic actions by
foreign powers, as in the case of the Don Pacifico Affair in Greece in 1850 (involving the
protection of a Jewish resident of Athens and a British citizen), and although that case was very
popular, as the UK was defending its citizen as a champion of democracy, there were no similar
cases in Serbia, as we do not know that there were any Jews in Serbia that were also British
citizens. The Don Pacifico Affair was important, as it was a perfect example that the newly
established Balkan states and administrations had an obligation to defend all citizens and their
property and respect citizen rights.[54] Just a few months after the end of the Crimean War, on
October 30, 1856, Prince Alexander signed the law that Jews should be treated in the same
manner as others and as the equal citizens and that they could thus also settle all around Serbia
and not only in Belgrade.[55]

Much later, with the Constitution of Saint Andrei, that is, the Svetoandrejska National Assembly,
and the restoration of the Obrenović dynasty, Prince Miloš became Prince of Serbia for the last
time in his life in 1859. Jews could hope that they finally had the well-known person who would
fight for their equality. In late September 1859, he passed a decree emphasizing that every
citizen of Serbia, regardless of their faith/religion, was free to work in whatever field they wished
in Serbia.[56] Miloš Obrenović’s decision was very powerful, but still he could not outweigh the
decision made on September 18 by Parliament, or the so-called Malogospojinska National
Assembly, that reaffirmed that Jews could not settle and work outside of Belgrade.

[5] However, Miloš Obrenović died in 1860, and his son did not have the strength to continue
where his father had left off.[57] Although the 1860s started with a lot of optimism, the lobbying of
the Serbian merchant class was too strong for the young Prince Mihailo Obrenović, and that is
why we can trace the number of discriminatory laws up until the Serbian Wars for Independence.
In 1861, because of the pressure, Prince Mihailo passed a law in continuity with the Constitution
of September 1859, casting out some of the Jewish families living in Central Serbia.[58]

The reason why this period is more interesting than others is because European diplomats
started to become more worried about the fair treatment and basic rights of Jewish citizens.
Along these lines, we can follow the activities of the British diplomats, and for the first time the
Belgrade Jewish community wrote to the כל ישראל חברים (Alliance Israélite Universelle: AIU) in
Paris for help.[59] This was a good move, as the AIU, through the British diplomats, put pressure on
Serbian Foreign Affairs Minister Ilija Garašanin (1812–74) to stop practicing anti-Semitic laws.
Still, although Prince Mihailo passed the decree as early as 1859, the lobby of Serbian merchants
was still very strong and the laws did not change. In the 1860s, we can trace a much higher level
of anti-Semitic behavior, especially in the city of Šabac, where, in 1865 on two separate
incidents, two innocent Jews were killed and the perpetrators never found. Only after the death of
Schlesinger and the Berlin Congress did the position of Jews legally change. After the dynasty
change in late 1858, Schlesinger was promoted by the old Prince Miloš Obrenović to the guardian
captain in 1859. His life in Serbia since his arrival in Šabac in 1829 and his legacy were so
important for the development of Serbian music and art that every professional musician was
called by his nickname during his life as well as in the decades that followed.[60]



Conclusion
The case of Josif Schlesinger helps us to understand the importance of a minority individual and
his impact in small countries like nineteenth-century Serbia. A personal relationship with a ruler
and the respect and understanding of Serbian folk music traditions led to a series of unexpected
events in the life of this composer, bandmaster, and musician. As such, we can conclude that the
micro-perspective reflects on the macro-perspective as well. Josif Schlesinger and his life and
work in Serbia were of high importance, not just because of his achievements on a professional
level but because of the positive image he created for his Jewish compatriots (Ashkenazim or
Sephardim). Additionally, his case highlights the importance of local microhistory in the research
of the role of music and musicians in the Habsburg and Ottoman Empires.

Schlesinger’s contribution to Serbian history, not only as a pioneer in music but as a Jewish
pioneer in music whose name became synonymous with composers and musicians for decades,
is important as it is very unique and represents one of the few exceptions of Jewish citizens in
Serbia who became famous. Foreigners—like Schlesinger—who came to Serbia as outsiders were
essential for the development of the young Principality, but most of the Jews that settled in
Belgrade in Schlesinger’s time remained second-class citizens.

Due to these circumstances, the role of Schlesinger is even more important, as he managed to
retain his Jewish identity but still become very popular among other citizens who experienced
him as a Jew, and later they would refer to him as a “Serb of Moses’s Faith” in official statistics,
the laws of the Principality, and the Kingdom of Serbia. We think that knowledge of the Serbian
language and the possibility to create in and collaborate with leading Serbian directors and
playwrights like Joakim Vujić, Jovan Sterija Popovića, and Atanasije Nikolić helped him keep his
high reputation in Serbian society without drawing much attention to his religious identity.
Through his case, we can see how Jews were accepted and assimilated; however, the second
generation, for example Schlesinger’s son and daughter, had to change their family name for
state service.[61] Even if we know that a deeper process of modernization came after the death of
Josif Schlesinger, it is obvious that he acted and was recognized in Serbian society as a pioneer of
the modernization of Serbian society—and the modernization, construction, and preservation of
the nation through the collection of folk songs, the writing of songs inspired by the national idea,
etc.—through Serbian music and theater. He also managed to pave the way for the perception of
the Jews as “Serbs of Moses’s faith,” which became very popular after Serbia’s independence and
achieved its peak during the Balkan wars of 1912–13. For future research on his identity
struggles, it is important to examine further to what extent Schlesinger’s musical poetics and
experience with different musical practices contributed to the Western canon and thus bestowed
a Habsburg legacy on the longstanding Ottoman heritage of the province of Serbia.
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